Abstract
Introduction
Debugging asynchronous distributed programs is notoriously a difficult and error-prone task [lo] , mainly because of two reasons. First, distributed programs execute non-deterministically, since they may contain non-deterministic statements and also since interprocessor communication delays are unpredictable; hence, given an input data set, a distributed program may behave differently when executed several times, and even may produce different results, impairing the : during one execution, useful data is logged, and then used to guide consequent executions and enforce a deterministic behavior. Such replayed executions are immune to probe effects and are therefore perfect candidates for detailed analysis.
The second reason is the fact that recording information in order to replay the initial execution induces probe effects on it (both in CPU consumption and in storage space required to store the data needed for deterministic re-executions), Probe effects are almost unavoidable without extra hardware dedicated to monitoring tasks. In this paper we present a general technique, termed on-the-fly replay, which uses a regular CPU as ancillary hardware to monitor main computations while avoiding probe effects as much as possible. This is an alternative scheme to the superimposition paradigm [l] , implicitly used by current logging techniques and basically used to detect stable property, such as termination or deadlocks. This paper studies the use of the on-the-fly replay paradigm in the debugging of distributed programs.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the computational model for distributed programs. Section 3 presents the basics of the on-the-fly replay paradigm. Section 4 presents a debugging facility, called EREBUS, and Section 5 describes the integration of the on-the-fly replay into EREBUS; this Section displays also results that exhibit benefits of the on-the-fly replay paradigm in limiting probe effects when analyzing distributed executions.
The computational model
Distributed programs are composed of a finite set of processes that communicate only by messages exchanged along unidirectional channels. These channels are assumed to be reliable (no loss and no spurious messages); they are not necessarily FIFO, and exhibit unpredictable transmission delays (communication is asynchronous). Processes may contain nondeterministic statements (e.g., combinations of select and accept constructs of ADA, random number generators and using values of the system clock). An execution of each process is modeled by a sequence of events and the whole program execution is modeled by a partial order relation on these events [8] .
The computational model is the classical asynchronous model of distributed computations. For brevity's sake, and without loss of generality, we assume in this paper that distributed programs are executed on machines with one processor per process and one physical link per logical channel.
3 The on-t h e -fl y replay paradigm Given a distributed program, the on-the-fly replay paradigm basically generates two identical executions of it at the same time. The first execution is a regular one, which includes the making of all nondeterministic choices, while the second one is deterministically driven by the first one. This second execution can be used to take snapshots, evaluate properties on the computation, do measurements, etc, while leaving the first execution undisturbed. Behavioral part. During an execution, each process I ( p ) imitates the behavior of its twin process p . In order to faithfully do the imitation, each process p informs its twin I ( p ) of events occurring at p . Clearly, only events related to non-deterministic choices have to be signaled in this way, since p and I ( p ) execute the is performed asynchronously by message-passing , the I ( C ) network imitates the behavior of the C network with some delay. We call this technique on-the-fly replay.
Advantages of this scheme.
0 Minimizing the probe effect: The on-the-fly replay scheme was designed to minimize probe effects, more precisely to reduce the CPU load increase due to monitoring activities and also to reduce network side effects induced by supplementary control messages. 
The EREBUS distributed debugging facility
The EREBUS debugger (described in more details in [4]) controls execution of distributed programs written in a subset of the I S 0 Estelle language [6] .
The Estelle language
Estelle is a cross-breed between Pascal programming language and communicating automata. An Estelle program is made of several processes which may exchange messages. Those messages travel along FIFO channels which ensure transmissions without loss, duplication or alteration. Each process has its own set of local variables and its own set of communication ports where messages received but not yet consumed are queued. The behavior of an Estelle process is given by a finite automaton, described as a set of transitions between control states. Each transition is composed of a guard (a boolean expression) and an action block which is a sequence of Pascal and Estelle statements. The guard expression states a condition using values of local variables or the type and field values of the first message of some port queue. An evaluation of this condition must be done in order to determine whether the transition is firable in the current state of the automaton. Processes behave asynchronously, each repeating continually the following three steps. First a process evaluates all the guards of its transitions. Then the process selects one of the transitions which has a guard evaluating to t r u e . Then it executes actions associated with the selected transition.
If its guard includes a message reception statement from some port then the first message in this port queue is consumed.
EREBUS
The EREBUS project is aimed at providing a set of tools to compile, run, analyze and debug Estelle programs on different distributed-memory parallel machines [4].
Executing an Estelle program
The language accepted by the compiler in the ERE-BUS environment is a subset of Estelle, differing by the absence of dynamic reconfiguration facility (i.e.
the set of processes is static, as is the set of interprocess communication channels) and by the fact that using shared variables is forbidden. Moreover, the programmer provides informations about the mapping of processes on physical sites. 1. Take into account incoming messages and put them in the queue corresponding to the entry port.
2.
For each process P located on this physical site, evaluate every function G r , . . . ,Gc (assuming that process P has n transitions).
3.
For each process P , execute one procedure from the set {A: I G : evaluates to t r u e } This algorithm is repeated forever; from the language point of view, processes never terminate.
Non-determinism of Estelle program
As mentioned previously, a major point in the ERE-BUS project is the design and implementation of tools for assisting the programmer in analyzing behaviors of distributed programs during execution. In order to design a coherent set of tools, every tool must be defined with regards to a single model of distributed computation. An execution of an Estelle program can be characterized by a partially ordered set of local states. The local states of an Estelle process are the local states it attains after each execution of an action block. The order relation between states is similar to the "happened before" relation on events (defined by Lamport [8]) . Such an order is described in more details in [5] .
Estelle programs are inherently non-deterministic because the fired transition is chosen at random among all firable transitions. Furthermore, when a program is executed on a distributed memory machine, the number of transitions detected as firable during evaluation of guards can depend on the underlying hardware. For example consider a transition whose guard contains a when clause. This clause specifies that the transition is not firable if a message is not ready to be consumed. Because of the non-determinism of the transmission delay, this condition can be either false or true depending on the moment at which the evaluation of the guard occurs. So, with a given input, a program may show different but nevertheless correct behaviors. With the model used, a formal and unambiguous definition of equivalence between executions of the same program can be expressed: two executions are equivalent if they produce the same partially ordered set of local states.
As mentioned in the previous section, analysis of a behavior cannot always be done during a single execution. Also, the design of a replay mechanism is mandatory in the development of analyzing tools. Due to a replay mechanism, a programmer can reproduce at will executions equivalent to an initial execution (characterized by a special behavior one wants to study).
The basic replay mechanism Logging of informations
During the initial execution, information about the partially ordered set of local states is saved. This information, recorded in a file, is then used to force subsequent executions of the same program (called replays) to be equivalent to the initial execution.
The re-execution facility relies on the following properties of EREBUS programs:
there is at most one message reception for each transition, a reception specification of a transition indicates one sender only, the communication is FIFO and point to point, the topology of the interprocess channel network is static.
Due to these features, logging identities of the transitions fired by a process during the initial execution suffices to replay the same sequence of transitions. An Estelle program is a specification of a closed system (without outside interactions). Yet, in order for a process to obtain the same sequence of local states, each value returned by internal non-deterministic sources of value such as system clocks and random number generators are also logged during the initial execution.
Assuming that every transition of a process has a unique identity number within the scope of this process, the amount of data one has to log during the initial execution is very small. Each time a scheduler fires a transition, it appends the transition identity to the log file of the corresponding process. Every call to a wall clock or random number service is trapped and the value given t o process is logged in the same way.
The probe effect
If information gathered by a scheduler is stored in the local memory of the processor executing this scheduler, the probe effects induced by the gathering could seem limited; but this is not the case for two reasons. First, in order to detect the end of the computation, a termination detection algorithm must be executed by the set of schedulers. Second, copying information on disk must be done more or less frequently depending on both local memory space and amount of information saved by a scheduler. Dumping a local log buffer into disk storage on the machine front-end is a timeconsuming operation which furthermore increases the network load. To limit such a copy out (which invariably perturbs the computation), a data compression algorithm is used. Moreover, in order to execute the replay on any computer, the data saved is encoded in a machine independent way before compression. The number of extra statements executed to transform the representation of a value is variable but always small. The extra activity is also not only concentrated in a few places but spread out all over the computation. Because of this spreading, the probe effect is reduced because executing a sequence of only a few statements does not always introduce perturbations in the computation. For example, if a scheduler saved the identity of a transition after its execution, this additional activity has no impact on the computation provided that all the processes managed by this scheduler are passive at this time (i.e. they are waiting for a message to proceed with their execution). As we had to balance the costs with the benefits, we chose a fast and simple compression algorithm [7] . 
Experimental results
Three examples were used to experiment with the compression algorithm: a simple token ring protocol, a pipelined Erathostenes sieve and a model of the X25 protocol. Experimental results on space saved by compressing the log buffers are displayed in Figure 2 . Execution speed impacts on the replay logging mechanism were also studied. Figure 3 shows the relative speed of execution of an Erathostenes sieve when the logging system is off (Plot #1), when the logging system is on (Plot #2) and when the program is replayed from log data (Plot #3). Two features of these plots are noteworthy. First, the extra cost of logging rapidly decreases as the number of processors increases (as in that case the number of schedulers increases while the number of processes per scheduler decreases). Second, a replay runs faster than the original execution: during the reproduced execution, transition guard evaluations are reduced to the minimum. The guard of the transition which must be fired (as indicated by the log) is automatically selected..
Remaining problems
During the initial execution, the slightest extra activity can perturb the computation. Therefore, nothing can be done during this first execution in order to start or even prepare the analysis of the computation. So as no intermediate global states are computed and stored during the initial execution, setting the program into some particular state during the first replay requires a lot of time: although the user may be interested in the last few seconds of an execution, everything has to be re-executed, from the known initial state up to the point of interest. The simple solution which consists of using checkpoints as shortcuts cannot be used during the very first replay, since no check-pointing can be done during the first execution without heavy side effects.
5
Integrating on-the-fly replay into EREBUS
Integration of the on-the-fly paradigm
A second replay mechanism has been designed to decrease the probe effects during the initial execution. This new system uses the on-the-fly replay presented in Section 3. It is even possible to periodically checkpoint the initial computation without sides effects, hence enabling fast re-executions (by going directly to an interesting global state that has been checkpoint-ed during the on-the-fly replay).
Changes of representation performed for saved data and the termination detection are no longer executed by the schedulers but by their twins. The extra activity of a scheduler is limited t o the transmission of values to twin processes. Different solutions can be adopted. A message can be sent to a twin process each time a new value must be saved. Alternatively, values can be logged into a buffer whose contents will be transferred from time to time. In all cases, the part of the network used to execute applications is not saturated by these control messages.
Twin processes are responsible for doing part of the work assigned to the scheduler in the previous version of the replay mechanism. They must detect the termination of the application and log in a machine indePendent Way values needed for next replays. Here use Of a COmpreSSiOn algorithm loses its interest as durations of the executions are no longer dependent on the time spent by a twin process to save data into a file.
During the first replay performed by twins, the state Of each Process Can be occasion&' saved as a checkpoint. The problem described in the previous section is also resolved. Analyzing activities such as detection of predicates [5] can be executed by twins. This possibility is very useful when one tries to debug a program. The user who suspects an error in his program can specify a property which characterizes a failure [5] . The user executes the program until a fail-uOO -amti,,:
ure is detected by twin processes during an execution. As information about last execution is saved, different replays can be executed in order to detect associated faults and to correct corresponding errors.
The transitions set size of a process is easily modified by duplicating transition declarations in its source text. The only effect of such duplications is increasing the overhead of transition guards evaluation; as the aim of on-the-fly technique is to reduce this overhead, changing the transition set size of processes shows how the overhead may depend on the process size. Figure 4 suggests that the scheduler overhead is constant with respect to the transition set size when the on-the-fly technique is used (this overhead is given by the difference between plot #3 and plot #I).
On the contrary, the standard technique overhead increases with the transition set size. Finally the bigger the number of guards to be evaluated the better the on-lhe-fly replay is (as show by the difference between Plot #3 and Plot #2 that grows with the number of transitions).
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Performance measures
Experiments were done to study the impact of the 2ooo-new on-the-fly technique. In order to ensure that execution times remain constant for a given set of experi-fiOOmental parameters values, a deterministic application has been chosen: application processes participate in a mutual exclusion algorithm, order for requests being tion process runs on a distinct processor, with a total of eight processes. As each scheduler manages only one process, the first replay mechanism is tested in a favorable case. Three different configurations have been defined: 1. mutual exclusion application alone (no replay -fixed to ensure a deterministic behavior. Each applica- In this paper we introduced a new practical paradigm, called on-the-fly replay, and its use to lower probe effects in distributed debugging. Experimental results show the interest of this approach: not only probe effects are made minimal but additionally logging of informations and checkpoint computations can be done by a twin execution concurrently with the original.
mutual exclusion application with on-the-fly log technique (Plot #3)
For each configuration different executions have been performed with different transitions set sizes.
